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                            IntroductionIntroduction
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The hintsThe hints
1. The need for triple boson coupling

:This amplitude  breaks the unitarity
 limit – grows  like s at high energies 
(production of longitudinally polarized
 W-bosons)

Cure: The simplest way to dump the  
divergence is to exchange a doubly charged
lepton in the u-channel or  a neutral W boson 
in the s-channel 

…under  the following condition:

for the couplings gW Ik
ab between the 

leptons a,b and the W boson k, note:   
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The hintsThe hints
  A partial cure using  quadrilinear coupling of W bosons

:

The  amplitude  for elastic W boson collisions 
(the contribution due to virtual W-exchanges to 
collisions  of longitudinally polarized W-bosons)

grows as s2 at high energies and breaks the 
unitarity limit at the TeV scale.

Cure: Cancellation of the leading divergence
by introducing  a quadri linear coupling 

among the W boson, which must be quadratic 
in the coupling gW

…the following condition must be fulfilled:

for the couplings of the W bosons: k,l,m,n.

Unitarity is however not fully restored!!!  (the amplitude grows as s at high energies) 
… but all theory-intrinsic mechanisms exhausted –

need a mechanism which is external to the gauge theory of electro-weak interactions…
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The cure?The cure?

Higgs boson(s)
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     Search strategies for LHC     Search strategies for LHC
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Four complementary search methodsFour complementary search methods

1. Dedicated searches of Higgs particle(s)

2. Generic study of of the Z and W boson production processes, their
propagation in vacuum and in matter, and decays

3. Generic study of the W and Z boson collisions

4. High precision measurement of the absolute cross-sections of the
Standard Model processes and Standard Model parameters (high
precision  -  sensitive to the EW radiative corrections)
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…… and two implementation methods and two implementation methods

1. Monte-Carlo-based  (bootstrap) strategy

2. Dedicated strategies (selection of the machine operation mode,
detector and TDAQ setting and analysis method for a particular
search goal)
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The The ‘’‘’bootstrapbootstrap’’’’ s strategy at LHCtrategy at LHC

Particle 
identification

Resolution
(shape)

Energy scale

Signal 
pile-up

Event
selection eff.

 PDFs

Rad. Corr.
(QCD, EW)

SM parameters

ME

Resumation
QCD, QED

Min. bias 
model

Model of 
underlying

event
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…… an example of dedicated strategy: an example of dedicated strategy:
                                                                      axion axion search experiment(s)search experiment(s)

e+

e-e- axion

10 19 collisions  … Monte-Carlo methods fail - need a dedicated strategy

Run two  dump
configurations

and two energies

NA

NB

 if (NA >N B)
discovery 

… or rejection limit       
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      Theoretical precision toolsTheoretical precision tools
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Requirements for a high precision measurements at LHCRequirements for a high precision measurements at LHC
(indispensable for Monte-Carlo based (indispensable for Monte-Carlo based ‘’‘’bootstrapbootstrap’’’’ strategy) strategy)

A Monte Carlo which controls production of single and pairs of electroweak bosons
containing: 

1.The O(αs
2) QCD corrections

2.The O(α) electroweak corrections
3. Multiple soft gluon emission
4. Multiple soft photon emission
5. Full control of polarisation
6.PS-dependent refitting of PDFs
7.Modelling of nonperturbative effects (parton energy loss and emittance)
8.A tuneable model of minimum bias event (energy and beam type dependence)
9.A tuneable model of underlying event
10. A provision for modelling new phenomena (anomalous couplings, etc…)

The experimental community must strongly support all 
actions going in this direction (e.g. the effort of the Krakow group)
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From S. Jadach’s recent presentation
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        ExperimentalistExperimentalist’’s precision toolss precision tools
                 (examples)                 (examples)
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The context: The context: ’’’’the LHC equivalence principlethe LHC equivalence principle’’’’

It takes one hour to collect a million of pp
collision events with the ATLAS detector…

…One must use  of the order of 100 000 kSI2k
equivalent computers for the same rate of

simulated events

Revising the ‘’LEP-like’’ high precision measurement strategies is indispensable
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Example1:Example1:
Peripheral EM processes and luminosity measurementPeripheral EM processes and luminosity measurement

A proposal of the method, of the dedicated detector and the trigger system to achieve O(1%)
absolute normalisation precision and O(0.1% )precision of the relative normalisation of
event samples taken at various energies and/or using different beam species

J.Chwastowski, M.W. Krasny, K. Slowikowski
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.. Design of a dedicated detector and trigger to measure two photon process in the region
where the sensitivity to the proton charge structure is drastically reduced  and the cross
section is high enough to collect of the order of 10 000 events per day

J.Chwastowski, M.W. Krasny, K. Slowikowski
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Lepton pair accoplanarity:

… achieved reduction of the sensitivity to the inelastic processes and elastic processes
driven by the dipole form-factor of the beam particles…

J.Chwastowski, M.W. Krasny, K. SlowikowskiJ.Chwastowski, M.W. Krasny, K. Slowikowski
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Example2: Example2: ionsions

Merits of the LHC ion beams for high precision physics 

1. Ions as electron beam carriers

2. Ions as analysers of W/Z boson propagation in vacuum and matter

3. Isoscalar ions and u/d  flavour democracy

4. Isoscalar ions and  zero net flavour beams

5. Ions as the photon beam source

6. Ions as a tool to control pile-up effects
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High Z ions as electron beam carriersHigh Z ions as electron beam carriers……

Z

e p

p

…or

……at LHCat LHCPbPb81+81+(1s)(1s)

S ½ep=200 GeV

S ½nn=8.8 TeV

• average distance of the electron 
to the large Z nucleus  d ~ 600 fm 
(sizably higher than the range of strong 
interactions)

•partially stripped ion beams can be 
considered as independent electron and 
nuclear beams as long as 
the incoming proton scatters with
the momentum transfer q >> 300 keV 

Both beams have identical  bunch structure 
(timing and bunch densities), the same b *  ,
 the same beam emittance – the choice 
of collision type can be done exclusively 
by the trigger system (no read-out and 
event reconstruction adjustments necessary)
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Cross-calibration of processes involving Cross-calibration of processes involving ““colouredcoloured””
partonspartons  and and ““colour-blindcolour-blind””  partons partons (electrons)(electrons)

ExamplesExamples  

Unfolding of the initial-state and 
  the final-state partonic interactions at
  LHC (crossing t-channel and s-channel) 
Measuring the energy dependence of 
  partonic emittances
Model independent studies of jet shapes
  (electron recoil templates)
Scrutinizing partonic collective effects 
  (higher twists) at the LHC
 Precise detector calibration  (e.g. direct 
  model-independent jet calibration)  
  Example: Longitudinal momentum 

structure of electrically-charged 
components of the  Pb81+(1s) 

Log(XBj)

F2
Pb(x,Q0) (surface partons)

sea-quarks

K-shell electron

valence-quarks

M.W. Krasny
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W and Z boson beams and their targetsW and Z boson beams and their targets

At LHC W bosons 
propagate  up to 10000 fm  -
can be considered as a beam can be considered as a beam 
of free particles for fermiof free particles for fermi

scale targets  !!! scale targets  !!! 
(direct analogy to CERN high 

energy muon beams) 

S. Jadach, M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek
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The W-boson fluxes The W-boson fluxes and W-nucleon luminosityand W-nucleon luminosity

S. Jadach, M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek
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Longitudinal polarizationLongitudinal polarization

Longitudinal polarization is driven by the Longitudinal polarization is driven by the 
transverse momentum of quarks transverse momentum of quarks 

annihilating into W-bosonannihilating into W-boson

uu dd

WW

uu
dd

WW WW
nnWW

Collinear caseCollinear case

In realityIn reality……

Lorenz boost to Lorenz boost to 
W-n collinear frameW-n collinear frame  

Spin quantization axisSpin quantization axis
 = Collision axis   = Collision axis    

oror

WW nn

Wigner rotation ofWigner rotation of
W-spinW-spin    

…… Controlled experimentally by choosing the Controlled experimentally by choosing the
transverse momentum of the W-recoiltransverse momentum of the W-recoil  ……  

S. Jadach, M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek
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                  Measurement strategiesMeasurement strategies
                           - an example - an example

M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek, A. Siodmok
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Precision measurement ofPrecision measurement of  MMWW using Z boson as a using Z boson as a
standard candlestandard candle

Can a comparable precision
For W boson be achieved at LHC?
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The sources of the W/Z boson asymmetriesThe sources of the W/Z boson asymmetries

The physics effects:

mass (different x-region at fixed rapidity, different scale, different pt spectrum of W/Z bosons)

decay width (different scale and pt spectrum smearing)

uv/dv, us/ds  flavour asymmetry of the proton beam

the relative strength of V-A and V+A coupling

CKM mixing  in conjunction with quark mass asymmetries

Radiation of photons

EW radiative corrections

The measurement effects

The event selection effects
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An examAn example: ple: a strategy to measure a strategy to measure MMWW

1. Collect data at the two LHC beam energies: s1 and s2 =s1 (MZ/MW)2

2. Use isoscalar beams e.g. deuterium, helium or oxygen ions

3. Change the solenoid current for runs at the two energies i2 =i1 MZ/MW

4. Take a fraction of the data with i = 0

5. Use dedicated trigger and data selection scheme (inclusive charged

   lepton calorimetric trigger associated with lepton track trigger (HLT))

6. Measure and factorize out the QCD effects (MC independent)

…examples of merits of the above strategy:
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……reduction of the sensitivity to the reduction of the sensitivity to the partonic partonic flavourflavour
and momentum structure of the LHC and momentum structure of the LHC partonic partonic beamsbeams

Winhac

Winhac Winhac

Winhac

Standard
method

Proposed
strategy

M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek, A. Siodmok
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……reduction of the sensitivity to the systematicreduction of the sensitivity to the systematic
measurement effects measurement effects e.g. the energy scale error: e.g. the energy scale error: EEtt  =E=Emm(1 + ES)(1 + ES)

Winhac

WinhacWinhac

Winhac

Standard
method

Proposed
strategy

ρ = 1/pt
l

M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek, A. Siodmok
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……stability ofstability of    MMWW measurement with respect to measurement with respect to
systematic measurement effectssystematic measurement effects

Winhac Winhac

Winhac Winhac Winhac

Winhac

Standard
method

Standard
method

Standard
method

Proposed
strategy

Proposed
strategy

Proposed
strategy

M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek, A. Siodmok
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……factorization of the strong interaction effects onfactorization of the strong interaction effects on
the basis of the datathe basis of the data

Winhac

Winhac

Winhac

Winhac

Corrected for strong
interaction effects

Uncorrected for strong
interaction effects

Strong interaction
correction

M.W. Krasny, W.Placzek, A. Siodmok
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                                      OutlookOutlook
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The LHC experimental program must develop, on top of the standard
‘analysis methods, dedicated tools and dedicated strategies for high -

precision measurements using the large O(108)data samples

The development of the new-generation theoretical tools (Monte Carlos)
is indispensable for the high precision measurements at LHC

The tools and the measurement strategies are being developed within the
IN2P3-Krakow cooperation programs. Together with the ‘’Gauge Model  of
the Data Taking and Data Analysis’’  may provide a back-up solutions
for hunting for new physics …if the standard methods will be insufficient


